Home Learning Activities – Year 4 – W/C 22.06.2020
Below are a list of activities that children can complete over the course of the week. These are a mixture of videos to watch, games or activities to access online, as well as plenty of activities that
require very few resources. Wider Curriculum activities will cover different aspects of Science, History, Geography, Music and Art whereas the Wellbeing activities will cover different aspects of PSHE
and PE.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Partly Cloudy
Watch this Pixar short. What is the story
about? Can you spot any themes?
Video

Pathetic Fallacy
This is where weather helps describe the
feeling or mood of a character or scene.
Can you find any examples of this in
Partly Cloudy?
Video

The Cloudspotter
Watch a reading of this story by Tom
McLaughlin. How is it similar to Partly
Cloudy?
Video

Comprehension
Re-watch Partly Cloudy and answer
these questions below.
Comprehension Questions

Cloud Poetry
Explore the range of poetry about
clouds. Do you have a favourite? Why do
you like it?
Discover Poetry

Speech Marks
Recap how we use speech marks by
watching the video below.
Video

Using Speech Marks
Can you turn these sentences into direct
speech? What might you need to add?
Worksheet

Writing Dialogue
There is no speaking in Partly Cloudy.
Can you use your understanding of
speech marks to write some dialogue
that we could add into the film? See the
sheet below for guidance.
Dialogue Task

Said Synonyms
Reread your work from yesterday and
count how many times you have written
the word “said”. Can you think of any
better word choices? Change these in
your dialogue?
Link

Spelling – List 4
Practice this week’s spellings linked
below.
Spelling

Maths

Defenders of Mathematica
Choose a character, then add, subtract,
divide and multiply your way to victory in
this fun maths game.
Game

Rounding to the nearest 10, 100 and
1000
Watch the video below and try the
activities.
BBC Bitesize

Rounding Game
Choose your level of difficulty and keep
practicing until you get 10 right in a row.
Top Marks

Rounding Worksheet
Use your knowledge of rounding to
complete this worksheet.
Questions Answers

Round Decimal Numbers
Now you can round to the nearest 10,
100 and 1000, can you use this logic to
round decimal numbers to the nearest
whole number?
BBC Bitesize

Wider
Curriculum

Introduction to The Water Cycle
This week we will be looking at the water
cycle. Watch the video below and try the
activities.
BBC Bitesize

Label The Water Cycle
Using the links provided and yesterday’s
video, label this diagram of the water
cycle.
Worksheet

Water Cycle in a Bag
Follow the experiment below to see the
water cycle in action in your own home!
Can you take pictures at each stage and
write about what you see?
Video

Types of Cloud
Investigate the different types of cloud.
Try saying their names out loud. Can you
identify which ones are in the sky today?
Video

Weather Report
Use the internet to find the weekend
weather forecast. Can you record
yourself delivering a weather report
using some of your new key words?
Delivering a Weather Forecast

Wellbeing

Go Noodle
Follow this song and dance about the
water cycle. Can you use this to help you
remember the stages?
Video

Rainbow Breath
Follow this mindfulness activity to raise
your energy and stay positive.
Meditation

Growth Mindset
Watch Episode 2: The Magic of Mistakes.
What advice would you give to a friend
who wanted to give up?
Mojo

Think Active
Follow the steps below to improve your
standing long jump.
Activity Card

BSL Weather
Have a go at signing different types of
weather. Can you include them in your
weather report?
Video

Reading

Writing
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